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1. The role of optical models for statistical reactions (Jutta 
Escher)

• What are the applications of optical potentials for 
compound reactions?

• How optical potentials can be used in stockpile 
stewardship, nuclear data & nuclear astrophysical cross 
sections?



What are the applications of optical potentials for compound 
reactions?

How optical potentials can be used in stockpile stewardship, 
nuclear data & nuclear astrophysical cross sections?

Notes:



How best to tackle uncertainties (more later)

Many groups involved, how to coordinate (astro, experiments, 
evaluators, theorists (reaction, structure))?

Where exactly OPs enter. E.g. (p,d). p-nucleus (single-energy), d-
nucleus (different energies), pp’d, (p,n), etc.

Consistency in use of OPs … local/non-local?

Far from stability (the FRIB era)?
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1. Uncertainty Quantification for Phenomenological Optical 
Potentials (Cole Pruitt)
• How uncertain are phenomenological potentials? 

How can we improve them?

Outliers
Experimentalists and their uncertainties …
Tools



How uncertain are phenomenological potentials? How can 

we improve them?

Notes:





Jutta
From isolated to strongly overlapping … resonance described with r matrix (Ian Thompson) … higher energy get to 
high density and can use Hauser Feshbach

Neutron capture one of the favorites … capture around 5-10 MeV neutron energy, decay by gamma emission -- > 
Hauser Feshbach regime, still two step (capture, decay)

Limited set of exquisite data?
OMP enters (direct reactions, or for compound: transmission coefficients)

Good modern tools (e.g. codes TALYS, libraries RIPL)
Modern statistic codes require a variety of Ops: Spherical, global/regional, KoningDelaroche, CH89, MOM semi-
microscopic, M+R (dispersive)
(the heavier A=3,4 systems are what comes out – or for astro alpha-nucleus potentials a big deal)

There are significant discrepancies in absorption and in transmission predictions (e.g. neutron evaporation)
Issues with other reactions which might not be dominates by s- or p- wave (e.g. indirect probes, such as (d,pg)) … 
what can experiment do here (in the FRIB here)



Jutta
OMP impact on reaction for astro … impact on r process prediction 

TALYS you can put in any input, but high risks in terms of extrapolating

Surrogate reactions:
Indirect methods to get (n,y) 
Can calculate with e.g. KD to give probability of forming a state, but need level densities and strength functions

Need to think about reaction mechanisms very carefully (not just one step reactions, but also two step reactions)
Issues getting to a deep hole or even in adding, describing the level structure

In (d,pg) use e.g. the OP to describe where the resonances are and their jpi

Move from OP to DOP? Recent work by Potel

Uncertainties, can be gauged by how well it describe spin distributions and so on



QA Jutta
How best to tackle uncertainties and classifications as to where you put most effort (asked by Charlotte)
Many groups involved, how to coordinate (astro, experiments, evaluators, theorists (reaction, structure))

Where exactly OPs enter. E.g. (p,d). p-nucleus (single-energy), d-nucleus (different energies), pp’d is one channel

Consistency in use of OPs … local/non-local?



Cole

KB, 2000 citations in 20 years
Is it good? Uncertaintiy quantification
40Ca(n,n) minima?
Statistics of outliers with error bars
KD analysis … assumes experimental data are correct
Deal with data, modify for outliers
Better analysis --- highlights danger of extrapolation
Roughly 20% std dev …. Cross sections on stable targets
What would like look like in the FRIB?

Experimentalists and uncertainties …

Codes and tools (not everyone should be re-coding everything)


